
In 2021, 18% of the American workforce was
comprised of immigrants, many employed with
work visas. Some of these immigrants were
nurses, residents, and hospital staff, who
played an important part on the frontlines of the
pandemic. Yet despite their sacrifices, they still
face hardship working under extremely unfair
conditions - understaffing, overwork and little
mental rest.
 
While these conditions are shared by all
healthcare workers regardless of immigration
status, immigrant workers may worry about
fighting back and organizing because it could
mean losing more than one's job. Bosses prey
on this fear, and often threaten retaliation even
though California labor laws are written to
protect all workers, regardless of citizenship
status. 

Undocumented immigrant workers suffer
workplace violations at much higher rates,
especially when bosses threaten to report
workers as well as their families to ICE, causing
them to feel unable to speak up. This is a loss
for all of us workers, because our power relies
on unity to fight for better working conditions
for all.
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Nurses Strike Back! A Week of Gifts is Not Enough 

It’s nurses week, and if you work at Kaiser, that
means you got a series of small gifts from
management. Whether it was a “neck”
massager, an umbrella, or any of the other gifts,
these tiny treats are nice (maybe), but certainly
not enough.

How about we celebrate nurses every day - not
just for one week - and in the way that would
truly make us feel appreciated. No not by one
time, hollow gestures, but by consistently
keeping us fully staffed, raising our wages to
keep up with the cost of living, and making sure
we’re able to take the vacation or sick time we
need. 

Can’t make up for a whole year of working hell
by giving us a week of gifts! 

The last few years have been a historic moment
for nurses across the Bay Area. Following the
horrific conditions of the early parts of the
pandemic, nurses began to organize and strike
back. Nurses have struck at Kaiser, Stanford
and Sutter. 

And in early May, nurses at John Muir Hospital
in Concord and Saint Rose Hospital in Hayward
were also set to strike. The two-day strike of
200 nurses at Saint Rose Hospital in Hayward
was called off at the last minute, after a
breakthrough in contract talks. However, after
two years of negotiations, the 78 nurses at John
Muir did engage in a one-day strike on May 3 for
staffing increases, properly training new nurses,
safer working conditions, and higher pay to
keep up with the high cost of living in the Bay
Area.

The fight for better working conditions is all of
our fight – hospital workers, educators,
hospitality, food service, etc. Improved working
conditions lead to better living conditions.
When we organize, strike and stand up, we
inspire others to engage in the collective
struggle for a better world.
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